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Abstract

Phones have evolved from a two-way analog form of communication to palm sized computers called smartphones. Smartphones support audio, video, text, email communication, calendars, lists, contacts, journals, calculators, pictures, weather updates, medical applications and more. One of the greatest advantages of using healthcare applications on smartphones is convenience. The portability supports quick access to references and tools that have not been easily accessible until now. Smartphones even assist healthcare workers with completing their daily tasks. For example, nurses may teach patients about monitoring their health, such as tracking their blood pressure by using tools on smartphones. A variety of applications are available for managing chronic disease, diet, exercise and lifestyle choices. While smartphones have many useful features, like any other technology, smartphones are ever changing with more advanced features. This creates a challenge for nurses to keep up with the latest but there are helpful guides and websites dedicated to this topic. This paper will briefly review smartphone adoption, various operating systems for smartphones, and highlight more commonly used applications and websites.
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No doubt, Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone, would be amazed at the phone’s transformation. Not so long ago, the telephone was a simple two-way communication device. Today, the phone is a sophisticated tool that connects people to a world of information. Smartphones affect all aspects of our lives. People maintain...
social connections through the traditional phone, chat via text messaging, and use Web 2.0 tools such as Facebook and Skype. Additional phone functions include business tools that manage emails, calendars, and for those in healthcare, reference and data management tools. This paper will briefly review smartphone adoption, various operating systems for smartphones, and highlight more commonly used applications by nurses.

### Adoption of Smartphones

Smartphone use by healthcare workers is a growing market. It is estimated that 72%, of 661,000 US physicians (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010, p. 2) use smartphones in their practice (Dolan, 2010, para. 1). According to Physicians Money Digest (May, 2011), the iPhone is the most popular smartphone used by US physicians with 75% of those physicians polled have at least one Apple device.

Little is known about the number of nurses who use smartphones. This limitation may be, in part, due to the vast number of nurses in the US, approximately 2.6 million (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010, p.1), or the unreliable self-reported techniques to gather this information. A search on CINAHL using key terms “nurse” and “adoption” revealed approximately 50 research or review articles about smartphones but only one focused on smartphone adoption by nurses. The same search in Pub Med resulted in 10 articles with only one about nurse adoption, which was the same article identified in CINAHL. Not surprising, in their study of 200 nurses employed in community hospitals Putzer and Park (2010, p. 7) found several factors influenced nurses’ use of smartphones: 1) observing others using a smartphone (t=2.47, p=.01), 2) their perceived compatibility of the smartphone to other technology in the work setting (t=11.22, p=.00), and 3) the internal environment of the work setting including size, resources, and support from management (t=5.06, p=.00).

These findings indicate that a supportive environment with technical assistance, an environment that is compatible with smartphones and co-workers that use smartphones leads to use of smartphones by nurses in hospital settings. Springer Publishing administered a survey and reported that 75% (N=821) of nurse respondents owned a smartphone or tablet. And of these nurses, 66% (N=541) owned iPhone or iPad devices. It should be noted, however, that 75% (N=821) of the respondents either held graduate degrees or were employed by a university or college (Springer Publishing, 2011, para. 1-2). In January 2010 alone, there were approximately 1700 medical applications downloaded by 1 million users in the US for their smartphones (Byrne, 2010, para. 1). Smartphone use is expected to rise due to the increasing number of available medical applications making smartphone use more popular. Medical applications are no longer limited to traditional reference and data management tools. Applications have now expanded to healthcare ancillary services, fitness, and lifestyle applications that can be used for patient education.

### Smartphone Operating Systems

Not all smartphones use the same operating system (OS). Overall, there are six: Palm©, Windows Mobile©, Apple iPhone©, Symbian©, Google Android, and Blackberry©. The most common operating system globally is the Symbian© OS, now owned by Nokia (Nokia, 2011), holding 53% of the market share. But despite this large share, Symbian© OS has fewer medical applications than any other operating system. The iPhone© OS with 43% of the market share has more medical applications than any other system (Dignan, 2009, Table 1) but Palm©, Windows Mobile©, Blackberry© and Google Android are rapidly increasing their medical applications. When choosing a new
smartphone, it is imperative to determine the operating system that best suits one's needs and supports the applications one will use. The variety and number of applications available on an operating system may determine the best option. For a comparison of the most common US smartphone operating systems visit Popular Mechanics field guide (see reference for URL).

Facebook Apps  http://www.facebook.com/iMedicalApps
Twitter Apps  http://twitter.com/imedicalapps
Symbian® Software  http://www.symbiansoftware.us/medical
SmartPhone Mag  http://smartphonemag.com/cms_archives/Feb06/medical.aspx
Ascendo™  http://www.ascendo-inc.com/
Palm® Medical  http://www.handango.com/content/Palm-Medical-Software
PDA 4 Peds  http://pda4peds.com/iphone/
Android Apps  https://play.google.com/store/search?q=android+medical+applications

Table 1: Websites for Smartphone Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smartphone Applications for Nurses and their Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical and healthcare applications for smartphones are abundant and include drug references, medical calculators, reference guides and personal health and lifestyle applications. It is important to note that for many of these applications to be fully functional, robust cellular connectivity and data plans may be required. When a small number of US healthcare students, administrators, providers, and nurses (N=71) were surveyed by a software company, they reported using their smartphones to access email (83%, n=59), write notes and memos (72%, n=51), use drug references (50%, n=36), access clinical decision support tools, (28%, n=20), view medical images (13%, n=9), access lab orders and results (10%, n=7) and access patient records (6%, n=4) (Thorman, 2009).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug references or databases are the most commonly used medical applications on smartphones. These applications are helpful because they provide drug, disease, lab and safety information in addition to interactions between medications at the point of care. Some of the drug databases include features for identifying unknown medications based on pill characteristics and formularies to help select therapies based on insurance coverage. Most recently, applications are available that help patients identify their own medications based on pill characteristics such as color, shape, scoring, and any identifying letters or numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly rated by healthcare providers, several applications, including ePocrates®, Skyscape® and Lexi-Drugs®, contain free or trial versions of drug databases (Einerson, 2010). These also include medical calculators and reference guides when additional features are purchased and are available for most of the operating systems, except Symbian® OS. Skyscape® is the only application that will operate on Symbian® OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical calculators are helpful because they include a variety of medical algorithms commonly used by practicing nurses. Examples include BMI calculations, OB wheel, Braden scale, glomerular filtration rate, creatinine clearance, body surface area, pediatric dosage calculations, and peak flow predictions. MedCalc®, a popular medical calculator, is available free for Palm®, Window Mobile®, and iPhone® and available on the Google Android OS for a nominal fee. A similar medical calculator, known as UIQ MedCalc, is available for the Symbian® OS (Husain, Alkadhi &amp; Misra, 2010).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| One of the greatest advantages of using medical applications on smartphones is the convenient and quick access to medical references that have not been easily accessible until now. Outlines in clinical medicine® (OCM®), a comprehensive resource that
relates the latest research and evidenced based clinical practice information is a Skyscape© product and available on all operating systems.

The US National Library of Medicine offers PubMed on Tap, available for all operating systems, which allows one to access pertinent and up-to-date research and clinical information at the bedside. This application functions much like a knowledge base where one can retrieve information on a topic by simply typing in a single key word. A free version of this application, PubMed on Tap Lite, includes all the features of the full version except it limits the number of retrieved articles to ten. Because PubMed on Tap Lite is free, advertisements may appear on the bottom of the smartphone screen while using the application.

Healthcare is complex and often requires specialty knowledge and expertise. Locating resources to assist with complex medical problems is often challenging. Smartphone applications support healthcare workers because smartphones allow convenient access to specialty information in areas such as radiology, neurology, pediatrics, neonatology, and continuing education activities (Husain et al., 2010). Lieberman’s iRadiology Classics, a free application for iPhone OS, © offers full featured radiology images with labels and a description of the findings. The images can be enlarged on the iPhone without degradation but the application is an educational resource and not intended for diagnostic purposes. There are approximately a dozen radiology applications on the Google Android OS with a price range of free to $100.00 US. Each application is rated on a 5-point star scale and users assign the ratings. Few of these radiology applications, however, have fully scaleable images.

QuantiaMD® and Pri-Med Mobile© offer continuing education credit on the iPhone©, Blackberry© and Google Android OS. Both applications include relevant and timely topics and allow users to connect with other users, browse graphics and multimedia, and complete interactive media rich case studies.

Smartphone users can also search their specialty area on the smartphone to reveal applications specific to their area of interest. For example, the Google Android OS has over 130 pediatric applications including calculators, reference texts that are available via the smartphone, and specialty topics including anesthesia, medications, nephrology and emergency medical systems. Blackberry© OS has far fewer applications, less than 20, for pediatric healthcare. One of the most popular pediatric applications is the 5 Minute Clinical Consult© available on Google Android, Blackberry© and iPhone OS©. Some websites are dedicated to sharing pediatric applications for smartphones (see Table 1). At this time, Blackberry OS© has fewer pediatric applications and Symbian© OS has none.

Gazelle™ and Capzule PHR®, two iPhone© applications, and ZipHealth by Microsoft Health Vault® designed for iPhone©, Google Android© and Blackberry OS© offer innovative healthcare approaches with personal health records. Individuals may record their personal health histories, access information while receiving healthcare and share with their providers; however, these applications do not seamlessly interface with electronic health records (Wodajo, 2010).

Nurses may play a vital role in advising patients about tools that can promote health and wellness. A variety of applications are available for managing chronic disease, diet, exercise and lifestyle choices. For example, most of the mobile operating systems have an application for managing exercise and diet: iFitness™ and My Fitness Pal are applications specific to iPhone OS© and Cardio Trainer + Racing requires Google Android OS. Ascendo Fitness™ and Total Fitness operate on Blackberry while Mobile Personal Trainer and Personal Trainer for Activity work on Symbian© OS.
Selecting the best smartphone and locating healthcare applications for smartphones may not be as daunting as it seems. There are websites that have selected applications available for download in one convenient location. Often, the websites score applications based on peer review and include a brief summary and pricing information. Sometimes, these sites recommend the target users (e.g., student, patient, or provider). See Table 1 for a list of websites that host information about smartphone applications.

Applications and websites listed here may be beneficial to nurses but it is the responsibility of every healthcare provider to ensure the applications meet the standards necessary for providing quality healthcare. Since healthcare, the evidence on which healthcare is based, and technology is ever changing, it is crucial that nurses ensure the information they are accessing is not only accurate, but relevant and current (Phillippi & Wyatt, 2011). Technology is never static. A new wave of mobile devices has already been launched but has yet to deeply penetrate the healthcare industry. It is expected that tablets such as the Apple iPad®, and the Blackberry Playbook®, will transform the work of nurses and other healthcare workers including access to patient information, data retrieval, data entry, and reference materials and applications currently used on smartphones.
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